## SRG Phase II Requirements 6.6.08

1. Link to searchable database. #2
2. Add citations to directly to SRG. #3
3. In the initial pull-down menu for adding items; change "Citation List" to "Citations". #3
4. Select from a menu (pop-up or other), which allows the user to select "Existing Citation List" or "New Citations". #3
5. Utilize the four functions of the Citations Helper from within the SRG. #3
6. Reorder citations in SRG. #3
7. Add editing functionality (selected icons of FCKEditor/TinyMCE) to each section of the SRG. #4
8. Reorder items in SRG. #1
9. Develop a conceptual framework for metadata, storage, organization, and portability. (simultaneously happening)